The next Chapter meeting for is planned for May 8th online
Membership to EAA292 is $35 per year, due January 1st
Or online registration is available through EAA292.gmail.com
EAA Chapter 292, 4803 Airport Rd. Independence, Oregon, 97351

President’s Message
In Between
As I write this, I’m feeling that we are sort of in between and at a “tipping” point.
We’re in between winter and summer, in between cold and hot, in between healthy
and sick, in between wet and dry, in between vaccinated and infected, in between
young and old, etc. Our Chapter also feels a little “in between.” We are in between
too-small and too-big, in between growing too slow or too rapidly, in between being too stagnant or too fast-paced. In
the end, it’s all about balance and making sure that everyone ends up in a comfortable position. Some of the discussion
the Board has been having are focused on future unknowns. “How many members will we have in 5 years…or ten?”
“How many more years will we have the annual fly-in (as we know it today)?” “If we have a social activity, how many
will attend?” The answers to these questions have an impact on decisions we are trying to make today.
Hangar Expansion Project
Several questions that have been raised are directly affected by our membership. The Committee working on the
North Hangar Expansion project have been busy coming up with some great ideas and plans. Two questions we are
wrestling with are 1) How big should our meeting room be, and 2) How many members will rent build-spaces to work
on their projects? A larger structure (for more members) requires higher monthly cash outlays for lease, insurance,
utilities, etc. We need to be sure that our member needs and growth match the facility that we end up building.
Increasing member dues to pay for an expansion doesn’t appeal to any of us! As a side note, I expect the committee
will be coming forward with their recommendations soon. We’ll make sure that all interested members have an
opportunity to provide feedback!
Relaunching In-Person Meetings
We are on course to hold our first in-person Chapter meeting Saturday, July 10th! The focus that month will be “Light
Flight.” We investigated trying to meet in May, but the Polk County numbers and Governor’s restrictions just wouldn’t
allow it. We will also be holding a Young Eagle rally on Saturday, June 12th. We need both pilots and ground personnel
to help. Please contact Cindy Woodworth by e-mail or phone if you are able to assist.cindywoodworth1@gmail.com.
I’m going to keep this letter short this month, but I was able to visit Sun-n-Fun with VP Jerry Pryce and have written up
some of our journey in the “Tell Tales” section later in the newsletter. So, keep reading!

Until Next Month Stay Safe!
Mike Kelley
President, EAA Chapter 29
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Meeting Minutes
Board meeting 4/10/21
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On the call - Mike Kelley, Jerry Pryce, Ernie Moreno, Dave Ullman, Deb Origer, Dennis Fuhrman, Bob Schwarzler,
Kristin Taylor, John Roberts, Rich Harrison, Steve Sands, Chuck West, Bruce Patton, Mike Short, Vince Homer.
Mike opened the meeting at 9:05
Mike went over the schedule for the General meeting today.
John went over membership. We had a discussion about if we have been able to pick up any members from the
Albany chapter which closed. Mike plans to put out an e-mail blast to EAA members in the area to announce the
reopening of the Chapter activates starting in July. Deb is going to post information about our chapter at
Lebanon and Albany on airport bulletin boards.
o Steve is going to set up a link on the website to get people to sign up for a free newsletter, and be able
to capture their e-mail address.
John went over the budget numbers. Chuck is still working on the Sim upgrade, waiting for the company to get
back to him.
Dave – Youth
o Ray Scholarship – Deb Timeline for the next scholarship looking for essays in May, hold interviews in
June. Deb recognized John Roberts for handling the billing, Curt for helping with this, and all the people
that helped mentor the scholars. Anders and Rodrigo who grew up with the chapter will be flying YE this
June.
o Youth build had 7 kids working last Sat.
o 701 Bill has 2 folks interested in purchase.
Vince - Facilities
o Vince has completed the Hangar mural with the 3 scaled replicas he donated to the chapter. Thanks to
all that helped get this done.
o Vince is working on trying to free a drill bit that someone got stuck in a drill press. One vacuum cleaner
died and was replaced.
Ernie reports nothing new with the Builders group. After SNF they will be working to figure out what to do with
the two RV6s.
A discussion was held about doing the May meeting in person. The board decided that would be too soon. We
will look at it next month to see if we can do something in June, but not on the Second Saturday which will be
YE.
Mike went over the future scheduling of the building, table and chairs.
Jerry made a motion that we continue with the cleaning service for an additional 6 months, motion approved.
Mike brought up a grant to the airport. Expect some fencing to go up and a JA pump down at the South End
(not by the restaurant).
Fly-in – Steve is looking at a 1-day event with STOL in the afternoon of Aug 14th. Planning on holding a meeting
in the next week.
Waiting to hear on the Chapter breakfast at KOSH. Several people on the Board will be attending the show.
Working on the next steps for the hangar expansion. R&M is very busy and could not commit. Looking at
alternatives. Will be scheduling another meeting.
Meeting ended at 9:47
General meeting 4/10/21
Mike opened the meeting at meeting at 10:05AM
Mike talked that we hope to hold our first face to face meeting in July.
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John covered membership – 183 annual members, 26 lifetime, and 7 students
John covered the budget.
Vince covered the mural project and thanked all the folks that helped get this done.
o Vince is planning to schedule a General Clean-up of the work spaces in the hangar. He talked about the
drill bit that got stuck in a new chuck on the drill press. Don’t overtighten!
Deb – Ray Scholarship the 4th scholarship is in process, will be looking at selecting the candidate over the next
couple of months.
Mike reported the VMC / IMC is going great.
Mike showed a video form the EAA Chapter Video magazine on Oshkosh.
Mike said that we have put our name in the hat to host a pancake breakfast at KOSH, and is waiting to hear if we
will be selected. We will need at least 12 people to assist if we get that.
Mike ran a Mr. Gizmo video. He talked about a LED work light.
Mike asked for articles and photos to use in the next Taledragger
Mike discussed the upcoming events for the chapter.
Mike introduced Jake Schultz who did a presentation on the Taylor Aerocar.
Mike ended the meeting at 11:30
We had 47 participants in today’s meeting.

Quotes
To invent an airplane is nothing. To build one is something. To fly is everything. - Otto Liliethal
The man that flies an airplane…must believe in the unseen. – Richard Bach
To make the houses get smaller, just pull back. To make them get bigger, just pull back more. - unknown

Builder Reports
Ed Storo’s Bristol Bulldog Update
It is a reproduction of
a Bristol Bullet circa
1929. It will be the
only flying Bullet in the
world. There are two
nonflying originals in
museums. Ed’s is
correct down to the
types of fasteners
used!!!.
Immediate progress is,
in Ed’s words: “Well,
the weight and balance of the Bristol Bulldog project finally came to fruition. On Wednesday (Apr 14) a gaggle
of volunteers from Independence arrived by various means. Dave Ullman and Steve Sands flew in, and I could
tell by the way these two exited Dave’s airplane that there was not going to be a set of scales in that flying
machine. Ernie and Gary McCormick drove over and showed up about two days later (really, an hour later). A
discussion was had about the different methods of attempting the weigh-in. Rolling vs. lifting. Lifting won. The
main gear was lifted using axle pipe extensions with the scales (Thank you Robin Reed) placed underneath the
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tires. The tires are 30” dia. Next the tail was lifted with chain hoist and finally placed on the scale/stand with
‘Armstrong’ power.. With all the help the ordeal was over in a very short time span. 2460 lbs. “
“Later the numbers placed the C.G. at about 30% empty. Now
I have to determine where the aft C.G. limit should
be. Unfortunately, the CG range is not called out on any
drawings or data I have been able to find. (Remember these
are 1929 drawings and data). The few bits of information I do
have are not backed up with any data. So, the quest goes
on……”
“My most utmost thanks to Dave Ullman, Steven Sands, Ernie
Moreno, Gary McCormick, and Robin Reed for all the help.”

Chapter Hangar 3D Mural Project – Vince Homer

The Mural Wall is finally done! With the help of several members and Henry Bartles scissor lift all three WW II
mock-up cockpits were hung in front of the sky mural painted by Kristin Taylor and her father. We will
eventually have a descriptive plaque mounted in the area telling the story of each aircraft and the project.
I started this project in 1999 when I decided to build a 70% mock-up of a P-39 to see if a homebuilt of this
unique aircraft was possible. At the time I was working in Saudi Arabia and when I left the company shipped it
back along with my household stuff. To get this to happen I told them it was a “sculpture” of considerable
value. Since arriving back in the US the P-39 has hung from several of my shop ceilings.
For reasons I’m not entirely clear on, last year I decided to build a 55% German ME-262 jet cockpit and later a
50% version of a B-25 Mitchell medium bomber. Both of these were made of corrugated cardboard and some
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wood. I mentioned to David Ullman that I was planning on hanging the B-25 so it looked like it was flying out
of the west wall of my hangar. The floor space in my hangar has long since been covered up necessitating all
the mock-up be hung from the ceiling. David’s comment was, “Why not hang all of them on the east wall of
the EAA hangar?” The EAA Board agreed and Kristin was recruited to paint the sky on the wall. Mock-ups of
the mural were built to give people a hint as to what it would look like. While not entirely convincing, it
helped convince the board to give the go ahead.
The start
1st attempt at an artist’s conception
1:72 scale models

INSTALLATION DAY
Several, much appreciated souls showed up on the Saturday scheduled to hang the three aircraft. Earlier in
the week Kristin and her father had finished applying clouds to my blue sky and the scissor lift was threaded
into the building. Load rated beam clamps and steel cables with appropriate end fittings were used to provide
a safe installation. The aircraft were hoisted into place with block and tackle gear and permanent cables were
attached. Supplemental cables were used to “roll” the aircraft into more realistic looking attitudes.

ME-262 going up.

B-25 in place.

Attaching cables.

Raising the P-39 nose.
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CONCLUSIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Building a full-scale mock-up of a complicated, expensive project can save a lot of time and effort should you
move on to the real thing. In the case of homebuilt aircraft, especially reduced scale, non-kit (scratch built)
versions, there are many details to be worked out before you start ordering and cutting expensive materials.
With a mock-up one can finalize the cockpit layout, investigate ingress and emergency egress and check for
the fit of internal components. The location of large parts, such as a battery, or a fuel tank can be checked.
One can sit in the cockpit and decide the location of instruments, switches, throttle controls and many more
items. In fact, you could build a low-cost mock-up of most anything; a chair, car, boat or even your personal
rocket ship.
All these questions as well as your personal fit can be determined with a mock-up that can be built for the
price of a set of RC plans, some Kinkos enlargement services, a few sheets of corrugated, some wood and
some paint. The most expensive single item for all three aircraft was the plastic sheet for the canopies and B25 nose greenhouse. However, you don’t even need to glaze the mock-up unless you plan to put it on display.
When you’re done with the mock-up your grandkids will have a ball crawling all over it.

CREDITS:
I would like to thank the following for their help with this projectDavid Ullman
Kristin Taylor
Ty Peterson
Steve Wheat
Don Taylor
Philip Peterson
Dennis Fuhrman
Andy Duncan
Al Cleveland
Vincent Dunn
Henry Bartle
John Gogol

For Sale!
For Sale: Pietenpol Aircamper $19,500 with additional Rotec Aerosport parts.
This Pietenpol Aircamper has a wooden
fuselage and radial engine. It was built by
longtime builder and EAA instructor Dick
Navratil. I have all the paperwork with
pictures of the building process by Mr.
Navratil and all the receipts etc. After
Dick Navratil passed away, his widow
sold this Pietenpol to Charlie McFarlan of
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Oklahoma, who thoroughly enjoyed flying this plane.
Summer of 2020, my husband Daniel Graf and I bought the Pietenpol from Charlie McFarlan.
We watched as Charlie and his pilot friends dismantled the wing sections. They carefully packed it into a 26
foot U Haul which we drove home to Grandview WA and then unloaded it into our shed. My husband had
made a cradle for the longest of the wings. Then sadly, my husband Daniel, passed away from cancer in
October 2020. The Pietenpol and wings are sitting in our shed covered with drop clothes. The other
dismantled sections are wrapped in blankets.
This is a beautiful plane. You can email me at graffarm@bentonrea.com if you are interested in purchasing the
plane. The previous owner, Charlie McFarlan said if you have specific questions, call him at: 832-654-8875.
Sincerely,
Betty L. Graf
Ed – Ernie Moreno reports he knows this airplane, knew the original builder and reports that it would be a
great buy. The cost of the engine alone is worth the purchase and it was a well-built Piet. I thought about it
myself but I am out of hangar space!

Project 4 Sale
Osprey 2
Major components framed out, i.e. fuselage, wing
spars and ribs, elevator and horizontal stab.
One piece canopy with wing windows.
Two full sets of plans (with aircraft serial #) and
manuals, including digital media for both.
Main landing gear welded and powder coated.
$500 OBO

Contact Pat Hatfield at 503.689.3470
or plh9614@hotmail.com

Very Special Offer! Oregon Pines 99s quilt ready to raffle, but no fly-ins to take it to.
Buy it now with no competition! Hand made by
women pilots who love flying . . . and sewing. Brighten
your own launch pad with this "Give Her Wings" queen
size quilt, colorful airplane design on blue sky with
weather Highs and Lows stitched into the background.
Support flight training scholarships and own this quilt
for $2,000. First buyer to message Beverly Clark
<clark.bev9@gmail.com> will get to purchase this
beautiful quilt!
Debbie
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“Tell Tales”
Mike & Jerry go to Sun-n-Fun
Jerry Pryce makes an annual pilgrimage to Lakeland,
but this year Mike Kelley was able to join him for a
great day of sight-seeing and visiting friends &
vendors. We visited together on Wednesday, 4/14,
which was the 2nd day of the show. This will be more
of a photo collage because everyone enjoys pictures
more than words!
Partners in crime Mike & Jerry relaxing afterwards
at the Villages Brownwood Square.

One of the first stops I made was at the
EAA tent to see who was there.
I met up with Dave Leiting (who is no
longer in the Chapters group).
Charlie Becker was on the grounds but
not at the tent. Jerry and I met with him
later.

Everyone knows who Chapter 292 is!

It figures that the first thing you see when
entering the airshow are ads for beer and an
ATM! This is clearly not an EAA sanctioned
event.
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Before meeting up with Jerry, I also
swung by the AOPA tent.
We later saw President Mark Baker,
but didn’t speak with him.

I’ve always liked Grumman AA-5B
Tigers!
Although this isn’t the actual plane
they’re raffling away (AOPA referred
to it as a stunt-double),
it did have the same Garmin G3X
glass panel that will be included.

Vans Aircraft was there. The
had a 7, 8, 10 & 14 in the booth
area.
We had the opportunity to
meet with both President Mitch
Lock and Marketing Manager
Greg Hughes.
We thanked them again for
their support of our Chapter
and our fly-in.
They have committed for the
tent again this year. They also
mentioned an interest in takingback the Van’s Homecoming
event, and threw-out the possibility of having it at Scappoose perhaps next summer (2022). It’s certainly far
from decided.
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Friend of the Chapter
John Stahr was
showing off his RV-8
“Dream Catcher” in
the Van’s area.
John has picked up
from Eugene and
moved to Florida
with his wife Patty.
They will be building
a hangar-home at
Love’s Landing, NW
of Orlanda
and just a “stonesthrow” away from
my winter residence
in The Villages.
Cubcrafters had 2 planes, but the nosegear NX was
getting lots of attention!
We couldn’t see with the cowl on how it was done,
but from the outside view,
it sure was “beefy!”

We stopped and visited with Jan and Alissa Eggenfellner at Viking.
I wanted to see the 90HP Mitsubishi-based 3-cyl engine, but they
didn’t bring it. They did have huge tundra tires on their Zenith 750
company demonstrator!
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Of course, most of us
would like to have our
own personal fighter
jet. This company
caught my attention for
a couple of reasons. It
was a way-cool canard
design with a split tail
section. It appeared
that the engine (same
as in the SubSonex)
would be completely
cowled.
And it had fully
retractable gear!
How cool would that be to fly! (they claimed it
would be affordable too
)

Vashon Aircraft was there with 2 Rangers. Kurt Robertson, who presented to EAA 292 last May,
was busy talking to prospective customers and we didn’t get to speak with him.
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Jabiru USA was there and
appeared to be promoting
their 2 & 4 place aircraft
more than their engines.
Since I own a 3rd generation
3300A in my Sonex,
I was hoping to see a 4th
generation, but there was
none on display…only a 3rd
gen.

I took this picture for John Horn, our single
owner of a Flight Design.
They were there with 2 planes, but we
didn’t talk to them.

I usually don’t stop and see all the exhibitors,
but this Horizon Hobby one caught my eye because it
was empty!
However, they had some interesting stuff inside the
tent behind.

They claimed that this small 4-cylinder
was rated at 40 HP but at 11,000 RPM.
The jets on the left looked like they’d be
fun.
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Progressive Aerodyne, who is based nearby in Tavares, FL was there with 2 planes. They actually had
several others exhibited by other vendors too. I’ve always had an affinity for seaplanes…and especially the
Searey (which I have a little time in). Kerry Richter, (the founder who I know) wasn’t there.
But I was promised another ride if I’d come by again!
I also stopped by Avidyne
and thanked them for
their support of our
Independence Youth
Flying Club.
Their IFD 540 IFR
Nav/Comm is installed in
the club’s 172. Macie
Dann, Eastern Regional
Sales Manager,
is the blond woman on
the far left who
facilitated this donation.

SureFly was there and very busy. I never got up front to talk
with them.
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Here’s the obligatory
picture of Aircraft
Spruce…busy as usual.
Notice that although
masks were
“mandated” at the
indoor venues,
just a few people
complied.

Dynon/AFS was there. I didn’t see anything new.
They were pushing the products that were “certified” under the
new STCs.

Seattle Avionics was there.
Because all of us who have Dynon
and AFS get our Nav updates from
them,
I wanted to talk with them.
Unfortunately, they were too
busy. They were heavily
promoting the FlyQ EFB.
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There were several exhibits of simulator
hardware and software.
The general consensus was if you just
wanted to fly, use MS Flight 2020.
However, if you wanted the sim for
training, X-Plane 11 was preferred.
Also, X-Plane has now been incorporated
into FAA Certified simulators.
This particular configuration was interesting
because of the large, curved monitor.
Apparently, this was several prototype
control consoles that were being tested at
the expo.
The simulator system that was most interesting
to me was the Gleim Virtual Cockpit.
This is an FAA certified Basic Aviation Training
Device (BATD) and is based on the X-Plane
software.
It comes complete with all the monitors,
controls (with feedback), PCs,
instructor console and even gaming seat!
It does support IFR training an recurrency with
Garmin Nav/Comm modules (as shown.)
Gleim also offered a STEM syllabus which they
offered to share.
All in, show price of $6,500!
“Yours truly” flying the Gleim
Virtual Cockpit. I was so impressed
that I called our
simulator chairperson, Chuck West,
from the booth (forgetting about
the 3 hr time difference).
I put Chuck on the phone with their
technical rep who was able to
answer all of his questions.
(Jerry flew it too. Oh…and I didn’t
crash.)
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We stopped by Spencer Aircraft, but we were
confused because
they appeared to be more a bike store than an
aircraft supply company.

This was a fun-looking little replica fighter.
Notice the VW heads sticking out of the cowl.
The name of this plane reminded me of an old joke about Messerschmidt's

For those of you who built or
were involved in the “Noon
Patrol,”
here was a Nieuport II of the
original “Dawn Patrol.” N921DH
is registered to Dick Hartzler.

\
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I thought Vince Homer would
appreciate this replica!

Pipestrel showed-off their electric motor-glider. We thought this was
very interesting. Glider rating were earned in a Pipestrel Motor-Glider.
Take a
look at
what’s
included.
All for
$2,899
including
checkride!
Glider
club, take
note!

For Paul Orsini, the Excaliber was
there (without damaged parts!
)
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Jerry and I saw
the Aerolight
103, but at first
missed that it
was electric
powered. With
the $12K show
price
PLUS the $10K
propulsion
system, you can
have a $22K
electric ultralight
with 3-axis
controls.
I really liked the
bright sailplane
fabric!

The Merlin was an LSA introduced to Europe in 2013. It was
powered by the 60 HP Aeromarine-V shown on the next page.
Since then, they totally stripped it down and were able to come
up with an ultralight Part 103 version. Part of the solution was
to replace the Aeromarine with a Polini Thor 2 stroke.
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The Aeromarine-V twin 4
stroke

For John Coyier – a powered
Easy Riser.
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This was the 912 powered
Alto LSA. The forwardsliding canopy was a little
weird…

…but we loved the “Slimer” nose art!

Steve Henry
was there
with
“YeeHaw 6”,
but we never
caught up
with him.

300 HP Yamaha!
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I thought of Greg Robl’s Pazmany
PL-4 when I saw this. It still looks
short-coupled!

T-51 Mustang

Jerry and I had a
chance to stop by
and get a tour of
the Lakeland Aero
Club, which also
host the Aerospace
Youth Flying Club.
This was an
incredible
organization and
facility (12,500 sq ft
hangar!) originally
funded by the Ray
foundation
This is probably worth of its own article and discussion, but I’ll hit a
few highlights.
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I captured this info-graphic from their
website just for some details.
There were 3 aircraft under
construction. Work is supervised by
an A&P. If a student completes the
program through high school,
they then get signed-off for their A&P
hours.
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Two days later…on
gear, seats, firewall,
engine and wings
installed. That’s
progress!

The flying club has 3
aircraft…all tailwheel.
They don’t want “casual,”
weekend-pilots as part of the
club.
They did say that finding
insurance was a challenge!

They are also building a Sonex
Xenos motorglider.
After they heard I’d built a
Sonex, I got roped-in to help
them sort out a problem with
the plans.
Then they told me John
Monnett was going to be
there that afternoon!
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The Xenos kit and Aerovee
had been donated to the
club.

They are believers in
flight sims. Here are
4 “casual” sims.

They also had received
matching funds for a full
motion Redbird FMX
simulator.
They sent 3 H.S. students
out to Redbird to get
trained.
The sim was shipped in
pieces and the students
assembled it and got it
running with
no adult help.
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There is an instructor station in a
nearby conference room where a
CFI
can observe, comment or act as
ATC.
Jerry and I were really
impressed!

View inside the Redbird sim

At the end of the day, Jerry relaxing in the Scottish Aviation Bulldog and Mike relaxing back at the expo
entrance!
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